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Shetland Times which published the report (details were sent to TORRO by David 
Wheeler of Fair Isle), but the brief description suggests an object of considerable 
opacity. This makes it difficult to reconcile with any theory suggesting a purely 
electrical origin for ball lightning; moreover, it would hardly be fitting to describe 
this almost solid-looking globe as 'a ball of lightning'. Such appearances are frequently 
reported as UFOs, and I recall an incident during the early autumn of 1967 in which 
an object described as "a blood-red ball of fire" was reported to have travelled on a 
horizontal course about five metres above high-tension power lines. This occurred 
over downland near Hove, in East Sussex, and was not connected with an electric 
stonn. 

BALL LIGHTNING AT BRIXHAM IN 1991 

The wrns1wl case of lightning being struck by a man! 

Du�·ino- a winter thunderstollll in Brixham, Devon, on the south coast of England, 
b 

about the middle of December 1991 ball lightning entered a fishellllan 's cottage -- 
and fisherman Mr Andrew Clark stamped his foot on it! 

Here is the story as related by a friend of his, Mr Peter Glastonbury, in an interview 
with Terence Meaden in February 2000. 
Two young men aged about 22/23, Mr Andrew Clark and friend were inside Mr 
Clark's cottage when a stom1 of lightning and thunder began. Suddenly, an orange 
fuzzy airborne blob, the size of a football but not perfectly spherical, came through 
the wall - so it was said -- and hovered at a low level. His friend leapt on to a settee; 
Andrew Clark jumped on to the lightning ball. This burnt the plastic sole of one of 
his training shoes and melted a hole some 50 to 70 mm across. The lightning ball was 
disrupted and "a part of it" went sideways and burnt out the transformer of his C.B. 
radio (to which was attached a radio mast fixed on the roof outside). The total 
duration of the event had been about five seconds. Andrew's foot was quite badly 
burnt and he had to go and see a doctor for treatment. 

It is hoped that additional information about this case will be forthcoming, but in 
recent months the men have spent much time at sea at lower latitudes (off the coast of 
Spain mid difficult to contact). G.T.M.

Editor G.T.M. asked Peter van Doom, Director of TORRO's Ball Lightning 
Division what records he could find regarding human contact with 'ball lightning'. 
The following brief reports from the nineteenth century are the result: 
(I). "In one of the latest volumes of the Association Francaise, a member named 
Wander describes the following remarkable incident: A violent stoni1 had descended 
upon the commune of Beugnon (Deux-Sevres). I happened to be passing through a 
farm, in which were two children of about 12 and 13. These children were taking 
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refuge from the rain under the door of a stable, in which were 25 oxen. In front of 
them extended a courtyard, sloping downwards towards a large pond, 20 or 30 yards 
away, beside which grew a poplar tree. Suddenly there appeared a globe of fire, of the 
size of an apple, near the top of the poplar. We saw it descend, branch by branch, and 
then clown the trunk. It [reached the ground anclJ moved along the courtyard very

slowly, seeming almost to pick its way between the pools of water, and came up to the 
door where stood the children. One of them was bold enough to touch it with his foot. 
Immediately; a teITible crash shook the entire farm to its foundations, the two children 
were thrown to the ground uninjured, but 11 of the anirnals in the stable were killed!" 
Flammarion, Thunder and Lightning, 1905.

(2). "On September I 0, 1845, at about two in the afternoon, in the course of a 
violent stonn, a fireball came clown the chimney into a room in a house in the village 
of Salignac (Creuse). A child and three women who were in the room suffered no 
harm frorn it. Then it rolled into the middle of the kitchen, and passed near the feet of 
a young peasant who was standing in it. After which it went into an adjoining room, 
and disappeared without leaving any trace. The women tried to persuade the man to 
go in to see whether he could not stamp it out, but he had once allowed himself to be 
electrified in Paris, and thought it prudent to refrain. In a little stable hard by, it was 
found afterwards that the fireball had killed a pig. It had gone through the straw 
without setting fire to it." Flammarion, Thunder and Lightning, 63, 1905.

(3). In December, 1838, fl. M. SHIP Rodney was struck by lightning. The topgallant 
and royal mast, 53 feet long, weighing nearly 8 hundredweight, entirely disappeared 
from the ship, with the exception of the end of the royal mast. The sea was covered 
with chips and splinters, and, to use the expression of the sailors, ·The water alongside 
looked as if it had received all the refuse of a carpenter's shop." 

The iron hoops and other iron work on the mainmast weigh about a ton and a half. 
The iron hoops which are clasped or driven round the mast are five inches wide and 
half an inch thick; there are about twenty-six of these, which help to bind together the 
masses of timber fonning the mast. Out of these twenty-six immense iron hoops no 
less than thirteen were broken asunder and came rattling down on the deck with a 
hoITid clang. The ravages of the discharge could be traced through 53 feet. The lightning 
had also entered the very heart of the mast, which it chaned, and at the point where 
the lightning escaped was a hole many inches deep. 

In this case the sailors declare that they saw balls of fire moving about the deck, 
and that they ran after them to throw them overboard. This must have been a sort of. 
progressive St. Elmo's fire, which frequently accompanies these discharges." 
Tomlinson, The Thunderstorm ( / 85911877 ).






















